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1 Introduction

Because the VirA protein sensor domain is located in the cytoplasmic region, it senses intercellular
vanillin concentration, see figure 1. We are only interested in the extracellular vanillin concentration,
so we investigated the relationship between the intercellular and extracellular vanillin concentration.

It will be shown that on the time-scale we are interested in, intracellular and extracellular concen-
tration of vanillin may be considered equal. Following simple path of thoughts shows that the time
needed for reaching equilibrium depends on the rate of vanillin diffusion in and out the cell. We
use following approximate formulation to show our point (equilibrium within cell and extracellar
medium).

dVintra

dt
= Vproduction − kdiffusion(Vintra − Vextra) (1)

name description
Vintra intercellular concentration of vanillin
Vextra extracellular concentration of vanillin
Vproduction production of vanillin
kdiffusion diffusion rate of vanillin in/out the cell

rewriting the above equation gives

Vextra = Vintra +
1

kdiffusion
(
dVintra

dt
− Vproduction) (2)

If the kdiffusion is large on the time-scale we are interested in, in the order of minutes, then Vextra

and Vintra can be regarded as equal.

2 Model using PDE

The following more exact treatise will try to determine the time scale on which the vanillin concen-
tration reaches equilibrium conditions (Vextra = Vintra).
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Figure 1: VirA is a transmembrane sensory protein kinase that phosphorylates VirG, it’s triggered
by phenols, monosaccharides and H+

The process is described by following (more general) continuity equation.

∂V

∂t
= Vproduction +∇ · (D∇V ) (3)

name description
V vanillin concentration
D diffusion coefficient

Degradation of vanillin was neglected. The cell will be modelled as a sphere, with following char-
acteristics:

constant value [nm]
Cytoplasm thickness (lcytoplasm) 400
Inner Membrane thickness (linnermembrane) 8
Outer Membrane thickness (loutermembrane) 12
Periplasm thickness (lperiplasm) 10

We neglect the outer membrane because the porins make the membrane permeable. To determine
the diffusion coefficient of vanillin in cytoplasm, inner membrane and periplasm, we use following
equations

D =
kT

fa
(4)

fa = 6πηra (5)
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name description
k constant of Boltzmann
T temperature in K
fa friction coefficient for a sphere radius ra
ra radius of the equivalent hydrodynamic sphere, 1.57Å in case of vanillin
η the dynamic viscosity of the medium

where η is the dynamic viscosity of the medium, following values where used

constant value
ηwater 1 mPa · s
ηcytosol 5 ηwater

ηinnnermembrane 200 ηwater

ηperiplasm 1000 ηwater

A first approximation is the transfer time of vanillin in the cell, this is the time a vanillin molecule
needs to diffuse in or out the cell, this will be a good indication of the time scale of interest.

ttransfer =
∑

∆r2/D (6)

Using the above given data the transfertime was 0.7 ms.

To visualize the problem we simulated it using the Matlab R© environment, because the problem
has spherical symmetry the continuity equations becomes 1 dimensional.

∂V

∂t
= Vproduction + r−2 ∂

∂r

(
r2 ·D · ∂V

∂r

)
(7)

We consider a constant amount of vanillin in the extracellular medium, the purpose of the simulation
is to visualize the vanillin concentration in the cell.
Initial condition:

V (t = 0, r) = 0 (8)

Boundary condition:

V (t, r = lcytoplasm + linnermembrane + lperiplasm) = 1 (9)

Figure 2, is the numerical solution of the proposed partial differential equation (pde) of section 2.
The figure shows that the proposed condition of equilibrium within cell and extracellur medium
was justified, the concentration gradient of the vanillin within the cytoplasm and out of the cell is
negligible.

The estimated time scale of the transfer time (see section 2) was a good approximation, after
5 · ttransfer the intracelluar and extracellular concentration of vanillin where quasi equal.

For all our purposes, Vintra = Vextra, because ttransfer = 0.7 ms, wich is many magnitudes smaller
then the timescale we are interested in.
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Figure 2: Concentration of vanillin in function of position and time, ttransfer = 0.7 ms (trt), vertical
lines represent interfaces between distinct media
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Figure 3: Total system of wich we want an equivalent 1 cell model

3 Model using ODE

We want to become an equivalent 1 cell model of the system on figure 3, with ordinary differential
equations (ODE) in stead of PDE. The solution of the PDE of the system descripted in section
2 learns us that the concentration gradient of vanillin within the different subspaces (cytoplasm,
water and air) can be discarded, the PDE reduces to an system of ODE!
The following sytem of ODE descripes the system of figure 3.

dNintra,i

dt
= Nproduction,i − kdiffusion,iSi

cell(Cintra,i − Cextra,i) (10)

dNextra

dt
=

cells∑
i

kdiffusion,iSi
cell(Cintra,i − Cextra,i)− Sairkol(Cextra − Cair/H) (11)

dNair

dt
= Sairkol(Cextra − Cair/H) (12)

name description
Nintra,i Number of vanillin molecules within cell i
Nproduction,i Number of vanillin molecules produced in cell i
kdiffusion,i Diffusion of vanillin over cell wall per unit surface
Si

cell Surface of interface between cell i and liquid medium
Sair Surface of interface between liquid medium and air
Cintra Intracellular concentration of vanillin
Cextra Extracellular concentration of vanillin
Cair Concentration of vanillin in air
H Dimensionless Henry’s law constant
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Figure 4: One cell diffusion model using Simbiology R©

We now simplify above system of equations by assuming that every cell has the same physical
properties, wich leads to following equations.

dNintra

dt
= Nproduction − kdiffusionS

cell(Cintra − Cextra) (13)

d[Nextra/ncells]
dt

= kdiffusionS
cell(Cintra − Cextra)− Sair

ncells
kol(Cextra − Cair/H) (14)

d[Nair/ncells]
dt

=
Sair

ncells
kol(Cextra − Cair/H) (15)

Above system is the 1 cell equivalent model which has a physical interpretation. The total system
is divided into ncells equal subvolumes with ncells equal subinterfaces, the equivalent model is one
cell in one of those subvolumes. Figure 4 shows how the equivalent model would look like using a
commercial package like Simbiology R©.

Following values where used to model our system.

constant value
kdiffusion 1.127E-4 [m/s]
H 1.36E-5 [none]
kol 2.0E-4 [m/hour]
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Figure 5: Exact solution using PDE at the cytosol inner membrane interface

kdiffusion was determined by fitting equation 13 to figure 5.

4 Results

We have modelled the diffusion of vanillin in a cell in liquid medium. We have shown that the
extracellular and intracellular concentrations of vanillin may be considered equal. An equivalent
model has been proposed as a workaround to avoid the solution of PDE.
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